These eight learning modules were prepared for parents participating in Brevard Community College's Project BEST-PAL (Basic Education Skills Through-Parenting Affective Learning), which was designed for low socioeconomic parents who are in need of an opportunity to explore effective parenting. First, materials for the BEST-PAL volunteer sponsors are presented, explaining how to use the learning modules most effectively. Next, the eight learning modules, written on a 6th-7th grade reading level, cover the following topics: (1) understanding why children misbehave and what to do; (2) who has the power?; (3) encouraging children; (4) communication; (5) problem solving; (6) role modeling; (7) discipline; and (8) sex education. Each module includes a list of words used in the text and sentences using the words; readings and exercises; questions to think about; and assignments to complete at home. (AYC)
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HOW TO MAKE EFFECTIVE USE OF BEST-PAL MODULES (LEVEL I. & LEVEL II)
INSTRUCTIONAL MODES FOR LEVEL I & II MODULES

Note that both levels of the BEST-PAL modules address the same topics. However, the modules do not progress along the same lines or correlate specifically as to session. They are keyed to one another according to topic.

LEVEL I is written on a 2nd to 3rd grade reading level;
LEVEL II is written at a 6th to 7th grade reading level.
The modules are also keyed by color (PINK = LEVEL I; BLUE = LEVEL II). This is information for the instructor and is not necessarily shared with the participants.

The Volunteer Sponsor should consider the following information when choosing which modules to use with a given class:

1. Class composition is predominantly readers/writers above the 6th grade level. Then, use the BLUE MODULES - LEVEL II.
   How can you tell? Look at the registrations. Note how well each person followed instructions and how well he/she filled out the form. If a person needs a lot of help in understanding and completing the form, you can be alert to some reading problems and some writing problems below the 5th grade level.

   Don't call attention to such a problem, but simply assist the person in completing the form, either privately or go over it with the entire class. Primarily, be observant!
2. Have two sets of modules out for each person to preview at the first session. Let each person choose his/her own set of modules that he/she feels comfortable with. You do not have to explain about the reading levels. This may cause some people to be uncomfortable with their choice. Also, you as the instructor, may decide to use the module set that you feel most comfortable with and that you feel is best suited to that particular class. However, don't switch from one set to another. Stick with the set you start out with throughout the time of this class.

3. If you have a large class of 12 or more, you might consider team teaching with another volunteer sponsor. Divide the class into the blues and the pinks. One volunteer sponsor will then work with each group in different rooms or areas.

4. Assistance will be given you by the TRC in your area. They will be available for your first class session. They can also help you decide which set of modules (level I or II) to use with your class.

5. Please make referrals to the TRC about anyone interested in furthering his/her education. Flyers about adult basic education, high school completion, and continuing education will be provided for you to give out to your class. There are many vocational/technical programs for job preparation and review, as well as programs for personal improvement and leisure time activities.

There are several programs at BCC which offer financial aid
to full time students. Parents need to know about these programs. Also, parents can take advantage of such programs as WENDI (for women in transition), DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS, JOB TRAINING PROGRAM ACT (JTPA), and JASP (Juvenile Alternative Services Program for family mediation & arbitration).

Learning to be a better parent means also learning how to help your child make career choices. If parents are undereducated, it is very likely that their children will be high school drop-outs. Many such parents keep young children at home and do not "value" school or education.

A parent who does not read or write well most probably cannot help his/her child at home nor do they see the value of homework. Remember, children pattern themselves after their parents. If education is not valued, the children will more than likely assume that same value! When children see their parents going back to school, they are impressed in a positive way about their parents and about education.

6. Recruitment for BEST-PAL classes
   A. Door-to-door in your own neighborhood
   B. Churches/talk with ministers about promoting classes at the church site
   C. Corner stores
   D. Health & Rehabilitative Services (HRS)
   E. Family Counseling Center
   F. Mental Health Center
G. Child Care Association
H. Head Start Centers
I. Social Service Agencies
J. Any Day Care centers in your community
K. Clubs
L. Think of other ways!

MAKE THIS PROJECT YOUR DAILY CONVERSATION WITH FRIENDS, ACQUAINTANCES, AND FAMILY.

HAVE FLYERS HANDY WITH YOUR NAME, TELEPHONE NUMBER, CLASS LOCATION PRINTED ON EACH FLYER.

SETTING UP THE CLASS

YOU NOW HAVE A SITE AND AT LEAST 6 TO 10 PARTICIPANTS.

THINGS TO HAVE ON HAND:
1. Your Leaders' Guide
2. Level I & II Modules (get at BCC)
3. Class registration forms
4. Extra pens and pencils
5. Several note pads for tear off sheets
6. Class roll forms
7. Class evaluation forms (used at the end of the class sessions)

TURN INTO THE TRC:
1. Your registration forms
2. Class Roll: (At the end of the sessions)
3. Evaluation forms (At the end of the sessions)

Room Arrangements and Creating a Comfortable Setting

Place chairs in a circle. Do not stand, but instead join in the group and be a part of the circle. If not using tables, have magazines handy for each person to balance his/her BEST-PAL modules.

Alert people where restrooms are located. Ask that nobody smoke during class and wait until break to do so. Check to see if anyone needs transportation and encourage carpooling. Ask if everyone is comfortable and see if there are any special needs.

You might bring refreshments to the first meeting and then ask someone to be responsible for bringing refreshments to the other meetings. People enjoy sharing food and recipes. Something very important to good parenting is making sure that children are properly fed each day before going to school. You might want to take just a few minutes to talk about good nutrition.

When the class ends

You may find that at the end of the 6 to 8 weeks of BEST-PAL classes, your group is reluctant to break up and wants to continue to meet. This can become what is known as a support group. There may be an obvious leader in your group other than yourself. Let this person take over and organize future meetings of the group.
YOU CAN BECOME A "CONSULTANT" IF YOU DO NOT HAVE TIME TO MEET WITH THE GROUP. IF YOU CONTINUE TO LEAD THE GROUP AND ARRANGE MEETINGS, THAT IS CERTAINLY YOUR CHOICE. HOWEVER, DON'T BECOME "POSSESSIVE" OF YOUR LEADERSHIP ROLE. LET OTHER LEADERS EMERGE AND BECOME A PARTNER IN YOUR SUPPORT GROUP.

IF YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEMS OR QUESTIONS, CALL YOUR TRC OR BARBARA JENKINS. THEY CAN HELP YOU WITH HELPING YOUR CLASS FUNCTION SMOOTHLY.
ATTENTION!

UNDERSTANDING WHY CHILDREN MISBEHAVE & WHAT TO DO

SESSION 1

BASIC EDUCATION SKILLS THROUGH PARENT AFFECTIVE LEARNING
WE WILL BE USING SOME WORDS THAT YOU HAVE HEARD MANY TIMES. SOMETIMES THESE WORDS MEAN DIFFERENT THINGS TO DIFFERENT PEOPLE.

WHAT DO THESE WORDS MEAN TO YOU?

ANNOYED
REMINDED
MISBEHAVE
RESPONSIBLE
ENCOURAGEMENT
CONSEQUENCE

HERE ARE SOME SENTENCES WITH THESE WORDS.

MOTHER WAS ANNOYED WHEN SHE CALLED JOHNNY TO DINNER MANY TIMES AND HE DIDN'T COME.

TODD HAD TO BE REMINDED AGAIN AND AGAIN TO PICK UP HIS TOYS.

WHEN ANGELA WOULD MISBEHAVE IN THE STORE, MOTHER WOULD TAKE HER OUTSIDE.

MARY WAS RESPONSIBLE WHEN SHE BROUGHT HOME HER HOMEWORK.

WHEN MICHAEL GOT ENCOURAGEMENT, HE FELT BETTER ABOUT HIMSELF.

THE CONSEQUENCE FOR NOT TAKING HIS BOOK HOME TO STUDY WAS A LOW GRADE ON THE TEST THE NEXT DAY.
GOALS

GOALS are things that we work for. They are things that we want to happen in the future. Set some goals for yourself as a parent.

What would you like to see get better in your family?

1. Children getting along
2. Children doing chores without being told again and again
3. Children not telling on each other
4. Children not forgetting things
5. Children doing their homework
6. Children going to bed on time
7. Other

Write down on the next page what you would like to see get better in your own family. Choose from the list above or write down your own list.
YOUR GOALS AS A PARENT

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

SAVE THIS SHEET AND LOOK AT IT EACH WEEK TO SEE HOW YOU ARE DOING ON YOUR GOALS. AT THE END OF THE CLASS, YOU WILL GO OVER THESE GOALS AND SEE WHAT YOU DID WITH YOUR GOALS FROM THE START TO THE FINISH. YOU MAY WANT TO KEEP WORKING ON THEM AFTER THE CLASS IS OVER.
Most mothers and fathers have not had any training for becoming parents. We do and say many of the same things that our parents did. Sometimes these do not work with children today. Many changes have taken since we were all children. We often need to find better ways to parent our children.

The most common reason children misbehave is to get attention. Children are looking for ways to belong and to be noticed. When children misbehave because they want attention, we usually feel annoyed. Then, we often remind them or tell them over and over again to stop misbehaving. Instead, we could try some of the following things:

1. Ignore what you can
2. Give attention when a child is doing what you want him or her to do
3. Stop reminding and let the child be responsible for what he or she does
4. Make a chart
5. Use encouragement (help them feel good about themselves and believe in themselves)
6. Give them a consequence of their behavior.

Choose one of these six things to help you on the next few pages.
Jefferson is supposed to clean his room every Saturday morning. Instead, he reads comic books, watches TV, or plays with his toys. Every time he is reminded to get his room cleaned, he does just a little bit and then stops.

What would you say to Jefferson?

1. "You are so lazy! You will be the death of me yet. Now get going!"

   or

2. "When you finish cleaning your room, you can watch TV, or go outside. Here is a chart to help you."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOYS</th>
<th>CLOTHES</th>
<th>BED</th>
<th>DRESSER</th>
<th>SWEEP FLOOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Give yourself a ✓ when you finish each chore.
Father was talking to his friend while his teenager was playing music in his room. Father could not hear his friend because the music was too loud. He asked his son to turn it down. His son did turn it down for a few minutes, but then he turned it back up again. This happened three times.

What would you say to your teenager if this happened?

1. "Turn that thing down or I'll break it!"

   OR

2. "I can't hear with the music so loud. You'll need to turn it off while Mr. Jones and I are talking. You can turn it back on after Mr. Jones leaves."
William will not cut his own meat. When he tries to do it, the meat slides off the plate. He says it is because the knife isn't sharp enough or that the meat is too tough. William is nine years old.

What would you say to William?

1. "Just give me that plate! It's easier for me to do it for you than it is to listen to all this carrying on!"

   OR

2. "The knife is sharp and the meat is not too hard to cut. I'm sure that you'll be able to cut it. Keep trying, William."
Mother always had to remind Lucinda to take her homework into school. She thinks that Lucinda will forget if she isn't reminded.

What would you do if you were Lucinda's mother?

1. Tell Lucinda, "I'm not going to remind you to take your homework to school anymore. I think you can handle it by yourself." (Then if Lucinda does forget her homework, it will be between Lucinda and her teacher).

   OR

2. Remind Lucinda everyday to take her homework so that she won't get an "F" for not bringing it in.

Things aren't like they used to be - including you!
One day Mother saw Sam sharing his toys with his friends. She was really proud of him and felt good about what she saw.

What would you do if you were Sam's mother?

1. Say nothing.

OR

2. Say, "Sam, you are sharing your toys with Johnny. That is really being a good friend!"
Dad is trying to work on the car which he needs by 5 PM. He told Billy that he needs quiet, but Billy is still asking Dad many questions.

What would you say to Billy if you were his father?

1. "I really need quiet to think about what I am doing, Billy. I can talk with you when I am finished." (Then ignore Billy if he keeps talking)

   or

2. "I need to finish by 5 PM, but I will stop now and answer all your questions." (He'd probably feel mad, too)
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**QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT**

WRITE DOWN THE ANSWERS IF YOU WOULD LIKE.

1. **WHY DO WE NEED TO FIND BETTER WAYS TO PARENT OUR CHILDREN?**

2. **WHAT IS THE MOST COMMON REASON CHILDREN MISBEHAVE?**

3. **HOW DOES A PARENT FEEL WHEN A CHILD MISBEHAVES FOR ATTENTION?**

4. **WHAT DOES A PARENT USUALLY DO WHEN THIS HAPPENS?**

5. **WHAT ARE TWO BETTER THINGS TO DO WHEN A CHILD MISBEHAVES?**
THINGS TO DO AT HOME

WRITE DOWN WHAT YOUR CHILDREN DID WHEN THEY MISBEHAVED THIS WEEK.

WRITE DOWN HOW YOU FELT.

WRITE DOWN WHAT YOU DID.

A FAMILY AFFAIR
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THINGS TO DO AT HOME

Here are some things I did this week that were helpful as a parent.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Here is what I would like to work on.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5.
WHO HAS THE POWER?

EVERYBODY WINS!
WE WILL BE USING SOME WORDS THAT YOU HAVE HEARD MANY TIMES. SOMETIMES THESE WORDS MEAN DIFFERENT THINGS TO DIFFERENT PEOPLE. WHAT DO THESE WORDS MEAN TO YOU?

CHOICES
INSTEAD
ADVANCE WARNING

HERE ARE SOME SENTENCES USING THESE WORDS:

"JOHNNY, YOU HAVE TWO CHOICES; EITHER SIT AT THE TABLE QUIETLY OR YOU CAN LEAVE THE TABLE."

"DAD DID NOT WANT TO FIGHT WITH HIS SON. INSTEAD, HE TOLD HIM THE JOB WOULD HAVE TO BE DONE BEFORE DINNER."

SUSAN HAD A HARD TIME GETTING TO BED ON TIME. HER MOTHER FOUND IT HELPFUL TO GIVE SUSAN ADVANCED WARNING SUCH AS, "SUSAN, IN TEN MINUTES IT WILL BE TIME TO GET INTO BED."
Another reason that children misbehave is because they want to be the boss. They want to prove that nobody can boss them around. This means that the child is "into" power. The parent often feels angry when the child doesn't do what the parent asks.

Here are some things a parent can do:

1. **Don't get into a fight.**

   Joshua told his mother in a loud voice that he wanted some cookies right now. It was too close to supper. Mother lost her temper because it happened every night.

   Instead, mother could say that she was sorry, but Joshua could have no cookies at this time. If Joshua kept yelling, mother could leave the room, but stick to giving him no cookies.
2. **GIVE CHOICES.**

Dannielle and her mother argue every morning about what Dannielle is going to wear. They can never agree and their mornings are very unhappy.

Instead, mother could say, "Dannielle, you can wear the red pants or the grey pants. It is your choice. You decide."
3. GIVE ADVANCED WARNING.

Kinta and Father fight every night about going to bed. Father has been telling Kinta that at 9 PM it was time to go to bed. It was hard for Kinta to stop right in the middle of his playing and go to bed.

Instead, Father could tell Kinta, "In ten minutes it will be time to go to bed. You can start putting things away now and have plenty of time to finish what you are doing."

Or

Father could say, "The timer will go off in 10 minutes. That will mean it is time to go to bed."
4. LET THE CHILD HAVE A SAY IN THINGS THAT HAVE TO DO WITH HIM OR HER.

MARYLOU HATED DUSTING EVERY SATURDAY. SHE WOULD PUT IT OFF AND PUT IT OFF UNTIL MOTHER ENDED UP ANGRY AND WOULD CALL MARYLOU LAZY.

INSTEAD, THE FAMILY COULD GET TOGETHER AND DISCUSS WHAT CHORES NEED TO BE DONE. MARYLOU COULD TRADE THE DUSTING WITH HER BROTHER. MARYLOU MIGHT ALSO AGREE TO DO THE DUSTING EVERY OTHER WEEK.
ON THE NEXT FEW PAGES THERE ARE EXAMPLES OF PROBLEMS WHICH MOST OF US HAVE HAD.

EACH PROBLEM HAS TWO WAYS TO SOLVE IT.

CHOOSE ONE OF THE TWO WAYS.
Tommy enjoys playing in the leaves after they have been raked. Father allowed Tommy to play in the pile for a little while. Then, Father told Tommy to stop, so that Father could finish raking the yard. Tommy still threw the leaves around.

What would you say to Tommy if you were his father?

1. "You may not watch TV for a whole week just for that!"

   or

2. "Tommy, you can stop messing around in the leaves now so that I can rake or you can go on inside. It is your choice. It is up to you. You decide what you are going to do."
ELIZABETH LIKES PLAYING OUTSIDE. SHE WOULD NOT WANT TO STOP PLAYING AND COME INSIDE FOR DINNER. MOTHER ALWAYS ENDED UP ANGRY AND YELLING AT ELIZABETH.

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY IF YOU WERE ELIZABETH'S MOTHER?

1. "ELIZABETH, YOU HAVE 10 MORE MINUTES TO PLAY BEFORE DINNER."

OR

2. "ELIZABETH, COME IN THIS INSTANT OR THERE WILL BE LOTS OF TROUBLE FOR YOU!"
Malcolm hated making his bed every morning before school. He never did it and Mother would get very angry. They always would fight at the breakfast table about it.

What would you say if you were Malcolm's mother?

1. "Malcolm, you are such a lazy child! If you don't make your bed, I'm going to spank you!"

OR

2. "Malcolm, I'm not going to fight with you this morning. You may eat your breakfast after you make your bed. Then, we will have a nice, happy breakfast together!"
Frank, a teenager, did not like taking out the garbage. His mother would fight with him about it all the time.

What would you do if you were Frank’s mother?

1. Sit down together and talk about family chores. Frank could trade his chores and take turns with a brother or sister or he could agree to take out the garbage at a better time during the day for him.

Or

2. You could dump all the garbage in his room!
Read each sentence. Choose the best answer from the two choices given.

1. When a child is "into" ______, he or she wants to be the boss.
   - Attention
   - Power

2. The parent feels ________ when the child doesn't do what he or she is asked to do.
   - Annoyed
   - Angry

3. Letting the child know before something happens is called ________.
   - Cheating
   - Advanced warning

4. Fighting with a child until you win is a ________ way to handle your child.
   - Helpful
   - Poor

5. Giving ________ to your child is a good way to stop a fight between you and your child.
   - Money
   - Choices
*** THINGS TO DO AT HOME ***

WRITE DOWN A TIME WHEN YOU GOT ANGRY WITH YOUR CHILD BECAUSE OF SOMETHING HE OR SHE DID.


WHAT DID YOU DO?


COULD YOU HAVE TRIED SOMETHING ELSE? IF YES, WHAT?


TRY, USING SOME OF THE METHODS YOU HAVE READ ABOUT IN THIS SESSION. WHAT HAPPENED?
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HERE ARE SOME THINGS I DID THIS WEEK THAT WERE HELPFUL AS A PARENT.

HERE IS WHAT I WOULD LIKE TO WORK ON.
HUGS FOR EVERYBODY!

ENCOURAGING CHILDREN

SESSIONS 3 & 4

BASIC EDUCATION SKILLS THROUGH PARENT AFFECTIVE LEARNING
HERE ARE SOME WORDS THAT YOU WILL BE USING IN THE NEXT TWO SESSIONS:

- ENCOURAGEMENT
- DISCOURAGE
- IGNORING

HERE ARE SOME SENTENCES USING THESE WORDS.

WHEN PARENTS REMIND CHILDREN ALL THE TIME ABOUT THEIR MISTAKES, PARENTS DISCOURAGE CHILDREN.

WHEN YOU HELP CHILDREN FEEL GOOD ABOUT THEMSELVES BY TELLING THEM YOU BELIEVE IN THEM, YOU ARE USING ENCOURAGEMENT.

IGNORING CHILDREN WHEN THEY HAVE DONE SOMETHING IMPORTANT LETS THEM THINK THEY DO NOT MATTER TO YOU.
IALAC

I AM LOVABLE AND CAPABLE:

We all like to feel that we count and that we are important. Things happen everyday that could make us feel bad about ourselves.

We all start off the day hoping that things will be good.

Our IALAC (I AM LOVABLE AND CAPABLE) sign starts off in one piece. Then we may miss our ride to work and get there late. A piece of our IALAC sign gets torn off. Then, somebody yells at us and another piece is torn off. By the end of the day, we have only a tiny piece left. And, we don't feel very good about ourselves.

Children also start off the day with their IALAC signs in one piece. Sometimes, we are the ones who tear their IALAC signs. Some ways we do this are:

  YELLING AT THEM
  CALLING THEM NAMES
  TEASING THEM

Then, they don't feel very good about themselves. They feel discouraged.
Here is an IALAC sign. Cut it out. For one day tear off a little piece every time that you feel bad about something. Add a piece when you feel good about something.

How big is your IALAC sign at the end of your day?
ENCOURAGEMENT HELPS CHILDREN FEEL GOOD ABOUT THEMSELVES. IT HELPS LET CHILDREN KNOW THAT YOU BELIEVE IN THEM.

PARENTS DISCOURAGE THEIR CHILDREN WHEN THEY ALWAYS NOTICE THEIR MISTAKES OR THE THINGS THAT THEIR CHILDREN DO WRONG.

PARENTS ENCOURAGE THEIR CHILDREN WHEN THEY NOTICE THEM DOING THINGS THAT PARENTS LIKE AND THEN THEY TELL THEIR CHILDREN THAT THEY LIKE WHAT THEY ARE DOING. PARENTS ALSO ENCOURAGE THEIR CHILDREN WHEN THEY NOTICE THEM TRYING TO DO THE THINGS THAT PARENTS WANT THEM TO DO AND TELL THEM SO.

CHILDREN ARE DISCOURAGED IN MANY WAYS.

On the next few pages, there will be four ways children are discouraged.
1. SIZE

EVERYTHING AROUND THE CHILD IS VERY BIG AND THIS SOMETIMES MAKES THE CHILD FEEL SCARED.
Sometimes looking up at an adult is scary.

Parents can help by sitting down when they talk to a young child.
DISCUSS

How would you feel if you had to always look up at other people?

Can you think of a time as an adult when you had this feeling? When?

How did you feel?

What did you do?
2. ACTIONS

SOMETIMES MOTHER AND FATHER DECIDE TOO MANY THINGS FOR THEIR CHILDREN. THEY DON'T GIVE CHILDREN A CHANCE TO DO THINGS FOR THEMSELVES OR DECIDE THINGS FOR THEMSELVES.

ADULTS SOMETIMES DO CHILDREN'S WORK FOR THEM.
DISCUSS

Look at the picture of the mother and father and child on the last page.

How would you feel if you got all this attention?

If you were the child in the picture, would you be willing to try new things? Why or why not?

Would you feel that your parents believed in you? Why or why not?

As an adult, how do you feel when someone reminds you over and over of all the things you already plan to do?

Could children feel the same way?
IGNORING CHILDREN

Children are discouraged when they want to talk with their mother or father and they are not listened to.
DISCUSS

How do you think the child in the picture felt on the last page?

How would you feel?

Can you think of a time when you felt this way? When?

How did you feel?

What did you do?
4. THINGS WE SAY

Parents say a lot of things that are discouraging to children. We don't mean to discourage children. We are doing the best we can.

Have you ever said these things to your children?

"In my day, kids didn't talk back!"

OR

"Your brother's room is much neater than yours!"

OR

"Boy, are you a lazy kid!"

You can give encouragement to children at any time. You can encourage children when they are working hard on something. You can tell them what you like.

You can encourage children when they are getting better at something. You could say, "Boy, are you getting better at dressing yourself in the mornings!"
"You're such a bad boy! I can't trust you."
LANGUAGE OF ENCOURAGEMENT

Here are some things you can say to encourage children.

"I LIKE THE WAY YOU FIGURED THAT OUT!"

"I LIKE THE WAY YOU HANDLED THAT."

"KNOWING YOU, I'M SURE THAT YOU'LL DO JUST FINE!"

"YOU'LL FIGURE THAT ONE OUT, I'M SURE."

"THANKS, THAT HELPED A LOT."

"IT WAS REALLY THOUGHTFUL OF YOU TO________"  

"IT LOOKS LIKE YOU REALLY WORKED HARD ON THAT!"

"YOU'RE REALLY IMPROVING IN________"  

"LOOK AT HOW MUCH PROGRESS YOU HAVE MADE."

Choose one sentence from the list above that you feel comfortable with and try to find a time to say it to your child. Everyday say something encouraging to your child.
Another way we can encourage children is by telling the child what we see or how we feel about what they did. Instead, we often tell children things by using adjectives. Adjectives tell about a person, place, or thing. The words like good, bad, pretty, and lazy are all adjectives. Sometimes we say these things to our children. It is like putting a label on the child. It is not always a fact. The child may not like the label even if it is a nice one. Sometimes it can be discouraging.

When we tell the child what we see or hear or feel, we are saying facts. They tell about what the child does. It does not label the child. It is clear. It encourages the child.

Here is an example:

"I feel happy when I look at your picture! You have used lots of yellows and made a lot of interesting shapes. How did you ever think of that?!"

Here is another example:

"Thank you for taking care of your sister while I was gone. I feel good to know that I can count on you!"
AFTER EACH STORY THERE ARE TWO THINGS A PARENT COULD SAY. WHICH ONE DO YOU THINK IS ENCOURAGING?

1. JOHN WORKED VERY HARD CLEANING HIS ROOM. IT WAS JUST THE WAY HIS MOTHER LIKED IT.
   A. "YOU CLEANED YOUR ROOM. WHAT A GOOD BOY YOU ARE."
   B. "I SEE YOU DID A LOT OF WORK HERE. ALL THE CLOTHES ARE PICKED UP AND THE TOYS ARE ALL PUT AWAY."

2. SANDRA CAME UP TO MOTHER AND ASKED WHAT SHE THOUGHT OF THE PICTURE SHE JUST DREW.
   A. "IT IS BEAUTIFUL."
   B. "THE COLORS YOU USED ARE THE SAME ONES IN OUR KITCHEN. I WOULD ENJOY LOOKING AT THIS PICTURE WHILE I AM WORKING IN THE KITCHEN. LET'S GO HANG IT UP!"

3. RALPH; AGED FOUR; CAME UP TO MOTHER AFTER HE DRESSED HIMSELF.
   A. "YOU PUT YOUR SHIRT AND PANTS ON ALL BY YOURSELF. YOU EVEN FIGURED OUT HOW TO BUTTON YOUR SHIRT BY YOURSELF."
   B. "YOU BUTTONED YOUR SHIRT WRONG. HERE, LET ME FIX IT."

SEE THE NEXT PAGE FOR THE ENCOURAGING ANSWERS.
1. B IS ENCOURAGING. IT TELLS WHAT MOTHER SEES. IT HELPS THE CHILD BELIEVE IN HIMSELF.

2. B IS ENCOURAGING. IT TELLS HOW MOTHER FEELS. IT ALSO TELLS WHAT MOTHER SEES. IT DOES NOT JUDGE THE CHILD'S WORK.

3. A IS ENCOURAGING. IT HELPS THE CHILD FEEL THAT HE CAN DO SOMETHING WITHOUT MOTHER'S HELP. IT HELPS HIM FEEL LIKE HE MIGHT WANT TO DO IT AGAIN AND NOT HAVE TO DEPEND ON MOTHER FOR THINGS THAT HE CAN HANDLE HIMSELF.
THINGS TO WRITE AND DISCUSS

1. How does encouragement help children?

2. How do parents discourage children?

3. When can you encourage your children?

4. Write an encouraging sentence.

5. Good, bad, pretty and lazy are all.
   Choose an answer from these words:
   verbs, adjectives, colors
**** THINGS TO DO AT HOME ****

PUT ENCOURAGING SENTENCES UP SOMEWHERE IN YOUR HOUSE.

YOU MIGHT WANT TO PUT THEM ON YOUR REFRIGERATOR.

USE THEM ON EACH CHILD ONCE A DAY.

BE A WINNER
*** THINGS TO DO AT HOME ***

Here are some things I did this week that were helpful as a parent.


Here is what I would like to work on this week.
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SELF-ENCOURAGEMENT

WE ALSO NEED TO ENCOURAGE OURSELVES. WE NEED TO DO THINGS THAT MAKE US HAPPY. WE NEED TO MAKE TIME TO DO THE THINGS THAT WE LIKE TO DO, TOO. WHEN WE DO THESE THINGS WE ARE ENCOURAGING OURSELVES. WE FEEL BETTER AND THEN WE CAN BE BETTER PARENTS.

LIST FIVE THINGS THAT YOU LIKE TO DO. NEXT TO EACH ONE, WRITE DOWN THE LAST TIME THAT YOU DID IT.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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YOU PROBABLY NOTICED THAT YOU ARE NOT DOING THESE THINGS AS OFTEN AS YOU WOULD LIKE.

MAKE TIME THIS WEEK TO DO AT LEAST ONE OF THESE FIVE THINGS.

THIS IS YOUR CONTRACT.
THIS WEEK I WILL

SIGNED

SOMETIMES SIGNING YOUR NAME HELPS A PERSON DO WHAT THEY SAY THAT THEY WANT TO DO.

OUR NEXT BIG STEP
THINGS TO DO AT HOME

Here are some things I did this week that were helpful as a parent:

Here is what I would like to work on this week.
COMMUNICATION

SESSION 5

BASIC EDUCATION SKILLS THROUGH PARENT AFFECTIVE LEARNING
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HERE ARE SOME WORDS THAT YOU WILL SEE IN THIS SESSION.

COMMUNICATION
MESSAGE
INTERRUPTING

HERE ARE SOME SENTENCES USING THESE WORDS.

WHEN YOU SAY SOMETHING TO SOMEONE AND THEY UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU ARE SAYING, GOOD COMMUNICATION IS GOING ON.

YOU CAN GIVE A MESSAGE TO SOMEONE BY SAYING SOMETHING, BY THE LOOK ON YOUR FACE AND BY MOVING YOUR BODY IN A CERTAIN WAY.

WHEN YOU TALK WHILE SOMEONE ELSE IS TALKING, YOU ARE INTERRUPTING.
WE PLAY THE COMMUNICATION GAME ALL OF THE TIME. TO PLAY YOU NEED AT LEAST TWO PLAYERS. FIRST, ONE PERSON THROWS OUT A MESSAGE BY TALKING, TELLING, SHARING IDEAS OR ACTING. THE OTHER PERSON CATCHES THE MESSAGE BY HEARING, LISTENING AND UNDERSTANDING.
Sometimes the person doesn't catch the message because he or she was not listening. Sometimes the person doesn't understand what the message is in the first place.

Did you ever listen to someone but still not understand what was said?

What did you do?
There are many other things that can stop the communication game. Here are three.

1. **Ignoring** -- Someone does not listen to you.

2. **Interrupting** -- Someone talks while you are trying to talk.
3. **NOT LISTENING** -- SOMEONE IS ALREADY THINKING OF WHAT THEY ARE GOING TO SAY NEXT INSTEAD OF LISTENING TO YOU.

**THESE ARE ALL COMMUNICATION STOPPERS.**

**LET'S REACH OUT**

**IT'S TIME**
HERE ARE SOME THINGS THAT PARENTS CAN DO TO BECOME BETTER TALKERS AND LISTENERS TO THEIR CHILDREN.

1. LET THE CHILD KNOW GOOD LISTENING IS GOING ON BY SAYING A WORD OR TWO; "OH", "I SEE" OR "YES".

SOMETIMES A PARENT CAN STOP COMMUNICATION BY TELLING THE CHILD WHAT TO DO OR HOW TO SOLVE PROBLEMS.

SOMETIMES PARENTS CAN ASK TOO MANY QUESTIONS.

HERE IS A SAMPLE OF GOOD LISTENING AND TALKING.

JIMMY: "THE KIDS WON'T LET ME PLAY KICKBALL WITH THEM."

PARENT: "OH?"

JIMMY: "I'M NOT A VERY GOOD PLAYER SO I GUESS THAT'S WHY THEY WON'T LET ME PLAY."

PARENT: "I SEE, JIMMY."

JIMMY: "I THINK I'LL GO GET BOBBY AND PLAY ON THE SWINGS AT THE PARK."
LISTEN WITH FULL ATTENTION.
2. LISTEN WITH FULL ATTENTION.

LISTENING IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF COMMUNICATION.

THIS IS NO SURPRISE TO MANY PEOPLE. YOU MOST LIKELY ENJOY TALKING TO PEOPLE WHO LISTEN TO YOU.

PARENTS DON'T ALWAYS LISTEN TO THEIR CHILDREN. WHEN THEY TALK WITH THEIR CHILDREN SOMETIMES THEIR MINDS ARE SOMETIMES ON OTHER THINGS, OR THEY ARE BUSY DOING SOMETHING WITH THEIR HANDS LIKE WASHING DISHES.

IT HELPS TO GIVE FULL ATTENTION TO CHILDREN WHEN THEY WANT TO TALK.

IF PARENTS ARE BUSY AND CAN'T TALK, THEN THEY CAN LET THE CHILD KNOW WHEN THEY WILL BE ABLE TO TALK WITH THEM.

THEN, THEY CAN LISTEN TO THEIR CHILDREN WITH FULL ATTENTION.

Understand?
USE FEELING WORDS TO LET YOUR CHILD KNOW YOU UNDERSTAND.

"You are really feeling sad."
3. **Use feeling words to let your child know that you understand.**

You can show children you understand how they feel by using a word that describes a feeling:

Here is an example.

**Child:** "I am going to knock Steven down."

**Parent:** "You are really feeling angry at Steven."

(If you guess the wrong feeling, don't worry. The child will let you know. You can then try another feeling.)

Here is another example.

**Child:** "Bobby is moving and I won't have anyone to play with."

**Parent:** "You're feeling lonely because Bobby is leaving."

**Child:** "No, I feel sad to lose my friend."

Parents stop helpful communication when the child tells how he or she feels and we tell him or her that they shouldn't feel that way.
Here are some feeling words you might want to use with your child.

Confident
Excited
Glad
Proud
Grateful
Pleased
Capable
Accepted
Satisfied
Good

Angry
Disappointed
Embarrassed
Feel like giving up
Unfair
Left out
Lonely
Put down
Worried
Unloved
PLAY FAIRY GODMOTHER OR GODFATHER.
Play Fairy Godmother or Godfather.

When children can't have what they want, parents often use lots of words to tell them why they can't have it.

Instead, you can give them their wish in a fantasy. They will feel like the adult understands their feelings.

Here is an example.

Child: "I want a banana in my lunch!"
Parent: "I wish I had a banana to give you. Here have an apple."
Child: "I hate apples! I want a banana."
Parent: "I wish I could turn this apple into a banana right now. I know just how you feel."
Child: "Well, maybe I could eat an apple today."
Parent: "Oh, great! Thanks."

Something good is going to happen to me today.
HERE ARE SOME SENTENCES THAT CHILDREN OFTEN SAY.

WRITE DOWN HOW YOU WOULD ANSWER THEM. THINK OF A FEELING WORD THAT TELLS HOW THE CHILD FEELS. THERE ARE MANY WAYS TO ANSWER. YOU MAY WANT TO USE A FEELING WORD FROM YOUR LIST.

EXAMPLE:

CHILD: "Mom, I fixed my toy all by myself!"
PARENT: "You are really proud that you figured it all out by yourself."

1. CHILD: "I'm never going to play with Angela again! I hate her!"
PARENT: 

2. CHILD: "Latosha was talking out of turn in class, but she didn't get her name on the board. When I talked out, I got my name put down."
PARENT: 

3. CHILD: "This math is just too hard. I can't do it!"
PARENT: 
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Draw a line from the question to the correct answer.

1. One person throwing out a message by talking and one person listening to the message is called

2. What is a sample of a communication stopper?
   2. Feels

3. Giving the child what he or she wants in a wish is called
   3. Communication

4. To let the child know that you understand, use a word that tells how he or she
   4. Listening

5. What is the most important part of communication?
   5. Interrupting

Everything that grows changes!
THINGS TO DO AT HOME

Here are some things I did this week that were helpful as a parent:


HAVE I GOT A SOLUTION FOR YOU?

PROBLEM SOLVING

SESSION 6

BASIC EDUCATION SKILLS THROUGH PARENT AFFECTIVE LEARNING
Here are some words that we will see in this session.

Problem solving
Solve
Put down

Here are some sentences using these words.

Whenever Joe has a problem, he sits down with his mother or father and tries to work it out. This is called problem solving.

Rashinka has a problem that she can't figure out. She can not solve it.

When Alton calls his brother a mean name, this is called a put down.
WHEN YOUR CHILD IS UNHAPPY ABOUT SOMETHING AND WANTS TO TALK TO YOU ABOUT IT, YOU NOW KNOW HOW TO DO MANY THINGS.

YOU CAN LISTEN TO HIM OR HER AND LET YOUR CHILD KNOW THAT YOU UNDERSTAND BY TELLING HIM OR HER HOW YOU THINK THEY FEEL.

EXAMPLE: "YOU SOUND PRETTY MAD AT WILLIAM."

ANOTHER YOU HAVE LEARNED IS TO ENCOURAGE YOUR CHILD.

EXAMPLE: "I KNOW MATH IS HARD FOR YOU, BUT LOOK HOW MUCH YOU HAVE IMPROVED SINCE LAST YEAR!"

ANOTHER THING YOU HAVE LEARNED IS TO LET HIM OR HER BE RESPONSIBLE FOR HIS OR HER ACTIONS.

EXAMPLE: IF RANDY FORGETS HIS HOMEWORK, HE WILL HAVE TO MAKE AN "F". MOTHER OR FATHER WILL NOT BRING IT TO SCHOOL FOR HIM.

ANOTHER THING YOU CAN DO IF YOUR CHILD HAS A PROBLEM OR IS UPSET ABOUT SOMETHING IS CALLED PROBLEM SOLVING.
HERE ARE THE STEPS TO PROBLEM SOLVING:

1. TALK ABOUT THE CHILD'S FEELINGS AND NEEDS.

2. TALK ABOUT YOUR FEELINGS AND NEEDS.

3. TOGETHER WITH YOUR CHILD, COME UP WITH ALL THE WAYS YOU CAN THINK OF TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM.

4. WRITE DOWN ALL THE IDEAS EVEN IF YOU DON'T AGREE WITH SOME OF THEM.

5. DECIDE WHICH ONES YOU LIKE. DECIDE WHICH ONES YOU DON'T LIKE.

6. DECIDE WHAT YOU PLAN TO DO. CHOOSE ONE OF THESE IDEAS FROM YOUR LIST.
Sometimes Step 2 is not clear to parents. Often parents put down children or blame children when talking about their feelings or needs. Here are some examples of that:

"You never pick up your toys. You are so lazy!"
"You’re eating like a pig!"
"Shut up!"

Another way to tell children what you want or how you feel is, to use an "I message". "I messages" tell children how you feel when they do something you do not like. It does not put down or blame children.

Instead of saying, "You never pick up your toys", an "I message" would be, "I feel angry when I see your toys all over the room."

Here are some examples of more "I messages". See how they are different from "blaming messages".

**Blaming Messages**

"You’re eating like a pig!"
"Shut up. You're such a loudmouth;"

**I Messages**

"When you eat so fast, I worry that you will choke."
"I can't hear the TV with all that noise."
ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE PAGE ARE THE BLAMING MESSAGES. NEXT TO EACH ONE, WRITE DOWN HOW YOU WOULD MAKE IT AN "I MESSAGE".

1. "CAN'T YOU EVER EAT WITH YOUR MOUTH CLOSED?"

2. "YOUR ROOM LOOKS LIKE WORLD WAR III."

3. "YOU'LL NEVER GET ANYWHERE WITH GRADES LIKE THAT."

4. "THE TELEPHONE MUST BE GLUED TO YOUR HEAD!" (SAID TO A TEENAGER)
Mother and Billy had a problem. Billy liked to play after school with his friends on the school playground. He was supposed to get home at 5 PM, but he would always forget. Then he would come home late for supper.

Here is how they solved the problem.
Here are their ideas:

1. Mother could have supper for the family at a later time.
2. Mother could pick Billy up at the playground.
3. Mother could leave supper in the oven for Billy.
4. Mother could allow him 60 more minutes of play. Then he would hear the 6 PM whistle from the firehouse and know it was time to come home.
5. Mother could buy Billy a watch.
6. Billy would come home at 6:30 and Mother wouldn't worry.
They talked about all the ideas. They crossed out the ones they didn't agree on. They agreed on numbers and that is the one they did.
For fun, write down how you would solve this problem.

Tameika came home from school crying everyday because Janey was always teasing her.

Use the six steps. You'll have to guess what ideas Tameika will say.

Step 1. Talk about what the child's feelings and needs are. (Write down what you would say)

Step 2. Talk about your feelings and needs. (Write down what you would say)

Step 3. Together, with your child, come up with all the ways you can think of to solve the problem.
Step 4. Write down all the ideas even if you don't agree with some of them.

Step 5. Decide which ones you like. Decide which ones you don't like.

Like   Dislike

Step 6. Decide what you plan to do. Choose one of the ideas from your list.
THERE ARE MANY WAYS TO SOLVE THAT PROBLEM.

HERE IS ONE WAY.

STEP 1. TALK ABOUT HER FEELINGS AND NEEDS.
"YOU FEEL SAD AND MAD WHEN JANET TEASES YOU
AFTER SCHOOL. YOU'RE TIRED OF THIS HAPPENING
AND YOU WANT IT TO STOP."

STEP 2. TALK ABOUT YOUR FEELINGS AND NEEDS.
"I DON'T LIKE TO SEE YOU CRYING EVERYDAY.
I WOULD REALLY LIKE TO SEE YOU COME HOME
FROM SCHOOL HAPPY."

STEP 3. TOGETHER, WITH YOUR CHILD, COME UP WITH ALL THE
WAYS YOU TWO CAN THINK OF TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM.

STEP 4. WRITE DOWN ALL THE IDEAS EVEN IF YOU DON'T AGREE
WITH SOME.
1. MOTHER CAN CALL JANET'S MOTHER AND TELL HER
WHAT IS HAPPENING.
2. TAMEKA CAN WAIT UNTIL JANET HAS LEFT SCHOOL
AND THEN WALK HOME.
3. TAMEKA CAN HIT JANET.
4. TAMEKA CAN TELL HER TO STOP TEASING.
5. TAMEKA CAN IGNORE JANET AND TRY NOT TO CRY.
Step 5. Decide which ones you like. Decide which ones you don't like.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIKE</th>
<th>DISLIKE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 6. Decide what you plan to do.

Tameika will tell Janey to stop. If Janey doesn't stop, Tameika will not pay any attention to Janey and Tameika will try not to cry at all. (She knows that Janey likes to see her cry.) Tameika will try this for one week and then she and mother will go over this plan again to see how it is working.

You may have come up with some ideas that were not on this list. There are many ways to solve a problem. Write down what you think will happen.
**** THINGS TO DO AT HOME ****

HERE ARE SOME THINGS I DID THIS WEEK THAT WERE HELPFUL AS A PARENT.

HERE IS WHAT I WOULD LIKE TO WORK ON THIS WEEK.
ROLE MODELING

PROJECT BEST PAL

SESSION 7
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HERE ARE SOME WORDS THAT YOU WILL SEE IN THIS SESSION.

ROLE
LABEL
ATTITUDE

HERE ARE SOME SENTENCES USING THESE WORDS.

WHEN A CHILD ACTS A CERTAIN WAY, WE SAY THAT THE CHILD IS PLAYING A ROLE. IF HE OR SHE IS VERY STUBBORN, THEN THAT CHILD IS PLAYING THE ROLE OF BEING A STUBBORN PERSON. A ROLE IS A PART HE OR SHE PLAYS.

IF WE CALL A CHILD A CERTAIN NAME OVER AND OVER AGAIN, WE GIVE THAT CHILD A LABEL. IF WE CALL THE CHILD CARELESS ALL THE TIME, WE GIVE HIM OR HER THE LABEL OF CARELESS. A LABEL IS A NAME.

THE WAY WE THINK OR FEEL ABOUT THINGS IS OUR ATTITUDE. CHILDREN CAN LEARN ATTITUDES BY WATCHING WHAT WE SAY AND DO.
HAVE YOU EVER HEARD PARENTS SAY THESE THINGS ABOUT THEIR CHILDREN?

"HE'S SO STUBBORN!"
"SHE'S SO LAZY!"
"HE'S SO SLOW!"

HAS A FRIEND OR RELATIVE EVER SAID THESE THINGS ABOUT YOUR CHILDREN?

"SHE'S SO BOSSY!"
"HE'S SUCH A BULLY!"
"THEY ARE SO DUMB."

PARENTS OFTEN SAY THESE THINGS ABOUT THEIR CHILDREN. NAMES LIKE THESE ARE CALLED LABELS. CHILDREN WHO HEAR THEMSELVES CALLED BOSSY AGAIN AND AGAIN WILL ACT BOSSY. PARENTS GIVE THEM A ROLE TO PLAY BY GIVING THEM THESE LABELS.

AS LONG AS KEISHA STILL HEARS PEOPLE CALL HER BOSSY, SHE WILL SEE HERSELF AS BOSSY AND SHE WILL ACT THAT WAY. KEISHA NEEDS TO SEE HERSELF IN A DIFFERENT WAY.

Things aren't like they used to be - including you!
Another way children learn how to act is by watching their parents.

If mother gets her way by shouting, then her children will learn to get their way by shouting.

If father gets his mad out by hitting, then his children will learn to get their mad out by hitting.

If father teases mother until she cries, then their children learn that it is O.K. to hurt someone by teasing.

If father gives mother a lot of support and help, then the children will learn how to give support and help.
SINCE CHILDREN LEARN BY SEEING, PARENTS NEED TO THINK ABOUT WAYS TO HANDLE THEIR OWN FEELINGS. WHAT DO YOU WANT YOUR CHILDREN TO LEARN FROM YOU ABOUT THEIR FEELINGS?

1. HOW DO YOU GET YOUR MAD OUT?

2. WHAT IS ANOTHER HELPFUL WAY TO GET YOUR MAD OUT?

3. WHAT DO YOU DO OR SAY IF YOU MAKE A MISTAKE?

4. WHAT IS ANOTHER HELPFUL WAY TO HANDLE MAKING A MISTAKE?

5. HOW DO YOU HANDLE LOSING A GAME?

6. WHAT IS ANOTHER HELPFUL WAY TO HANDLE LOSING A GAME?

7. HOW DO YOU HANDLE DOING SOMETHING YOU DON'T WANT TO DO?

8. WHAT IS ANOTHER HELPFUL WAY TO HANDLE DOING SOMETHING YOU DON'T WANT TO DO?
ONE THING YOU CAN DO TO HELP A CHILD SEE HIMSELF, OR HERSELF IN A HELPFUL WAY, IS TO ACT IN HELPFUL WAYS YOURSELF.
ANOTHER THING YOU CAN DO IS LET THEM HEAR YOU TELLING SOMEONE ELSE ABOUT THEIR HELPFUL BEHAVIOR. YOU CAN SAY NICE THINGS ABOUT YOUR CHILDREN WHEN YOU TALK TO YOUR FRIENDS.

"Mom, you should have seen your grandson at the dentist today. He did exactly what the dentist asked him to do. Wasn’t he brave?"

"James and I were making popcorn and the oil in the pan caught fire. While I was thinking what to do... he threw a cover on the pan and smothered the flame. That’s what I call cool in a crisis!"
FIND A TIME TO SHOW THE CHILD A BETTER WAY OF SEEING HIMSELF OR HERSELF. RANDY NEEDS TO BE MORE RESPONSIBLE, YET ONE DAY HE DID THE DISHES WITHOUT BEING ASKED. THIS IS THE TIME TO SAY, "RANDY, IT'S NICE TO KNOW THAT I CAN DEPEND ON YOU TO GET YOUR JOB DONE WITHOUT ME HAVING TO REMIND YOU!"

Dad:
"With everything else on your mind, you remembered to check the lost and found for your gloves. That's taking responsibility!"

Dad:
"You've had that toy since you were three and it almost looks like new!"
WHEN YOUR CHILD ACTS IN AN UNHELPFUL WAY, TELL THE CHILD HOW YOU FEEL AND WHAT YOU WANT. SAMMY HAS A PROBLEM WITH LOSING A GAME. HE THROWS THE CARDS ON THE FLOOR AFTER HE LOSES. YOU COULD SAY, "I DON'T LIKE THAT. EVEN THOUGH YOU DON'T LIKE LOSING, I EXPECT YOU TO BE A GOOD SPORT."

Mom:
"I don't like that. Despite your strong feelings, I expect you to be a good sport about losing."

Kinta:
"You have to take me to the store!"

Mother:
"That way of talking upsets me. Can you ask me in another way?"
YOU HAVE LEARNED THAT WHAT YOU DO OR SAY AFFECTS THE CHOICES YOUR CHILDREN MAKE FOR THEMSELVES. THEY OFTEN PICK UP ATTITUDES OR WAYS YOU THINK ABOUT THINGS. IT CAN AFFECT WHAT A CHILD THINKS ABOUT SCHOOL.

DISCUSS:

WHAT DID YOU THINK ABOUT SCHOOL WHEN YOU WERE YOUNG?

WHAT DID YOU LIKE ABOUT SCHOOL?

WHAT DID YOU NOT LIKE ABOUT SCHOOL?

WHAT DO YOU TELL YOUR CHILDREN ABOUT SCHOOL WHEN YOU WERE A CHILD?

WHAT MIGHT CHILDREN THINK ABOUT SCHOOL AFTER HEARING THESE STATEMENTS FROM PARENTS?

1. "I WAS ALWAYS THE CLASS CLOWN. EVERYBODY THOUGHT I WAS REALLY FUNNY."
2. "I ENJOYED MY FIFTH GRADE TEACHER. SHE REALLY HELPED ME LEARN."
3. "I PLAYED HOOKY A LOT. MY PARENTS NEVER EVEN FOUND OUT."
4. "I HATED MRS. WASHINGTON, MY NINTH GRADE TEACHER. SHE WAS ALWAYS TELLING US WHAT TO DO. I NEVER DID WHAT SHE WANTED."
PARENTS CAN HELP CHILDREN IN SCHOOL BY LETTING THEM KNOW SCHOOL IS IMPORTANT.

HERE ARE SOME OTHER THINGS PARENTS CAN DO.

1. TALK ABOUT THINGS YOU LEARNED AS AN ADULT. THIS WILL HELP CHILDREN KNOW THAT LEARNING GOES ON ALL THE TIME. YOU CAN TELL CHILDREN THINGS THAT YOU LEARNED FROM A FRIEND, FROM TV, FROM WORK OR FROM A NEWSPAPER.
2. SHOW CHILDREN THAT YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR SCHOOL.
   Go to the Parent Conferences or join the PTO. Ask
   your children the things THEY do in school.
3. Help your child take responsibility for what he or she does or does not do. What is this parent teaching this child? She has brought to school all the things that her child forgot to take to school that day.
Here are some hints on homework:

1. Provide a quiet area for your child.
2. Provide an area with good lighting.
3. Provide a hard surface to write on.
4. Let the child know that you will help only if he or she needs it. Homework is the child's responsibility, not the parent's.
5. Remember the child is responsible for writing down the homework, doing the work and bringing it back to school and turning it in on time.

Here is a checklist for you to fill out on your own. It will show you ways you can help your child have a good attitude about school.

1. I show my child that learning is a lifetime process.
   - I share with my child new things I learn
   - I take courses or read books about new things
   - I talk to my child about new things I want to learn

2. I share my childhood school experiences with my child
   - I talk about what I studied in school
   - I talk about how I liked/disliked school
   - I talk about tricks or pranks that were played on teachers

3. I establish an educational atmosphere in our home
   - I discuss educational topics
   - I spend time reading
   - I take my child on educational trips
4. I am interested in my child's education
   - I encourage my child to talk about school
   - I provide a place for my child to do homework
   - I look at and find something good about each paper my child brings home

5. I show respect for my child's school system
   - I talk positively about my child's school and teacher
   - I notice and mention good things about things happening at my child's school
   - I show interest and attend school functions

6. I allow my child to develop a responsibility towards learning
   - I do not remind my child over and over to do homework
   - I do not reward my child's good grades as a rule
   - I do not bring things to school that my child has forgotten unless it is a real emergency
THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

1. When we call a child a name such as stubborn again and again we are giving him or her a ___________
   pain label

2. Children act the way they see themselves. What they act out is the label we give them. They are then playing
   a ___________
   role trick

3. One way children learn how to act is by watching their ___________
   pets parents

4. If we want our children to get their mad out without hurting others, then we must get our own mad out
   without ___________
   others.
   helping hurting
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How would you like your child to think of himself or herself? (Example: responsible, finishes what he or she starts, able to be trusted, loving toward others, helpful)

From the list above, choose one. Write down what you can do to help your child see himself or herself in the way you chose. (Example: helpful--I will be helpful so he or she can learn what helpful means. I will let him or her know the times when he or she is helpful and say, "Thank you!" I will stop saying, "You never help out!"

What role do you think your children are playing that you don't like?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child</th>
<th>Role (or part)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example: Suzie</td>
<td>Bossy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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WHAT WILL YOU DO TO HELP YOUR CHILD SEE HIMSELF OR HERSELF IN A BETTER WAY?

EXAMPLE: TELL SUZIE THE TIMES I ENJOYED HER PLAYING WITH HER FRIENDS WHEN SHE WASN'T BOSSY. I WILL NOT BE SO BOSSY EITHER. I WILL TRY NOT TO CALL HER BOSSY.
THINGS TO DO AT HOME

Here are some things I did this week that were helpful as a parent.

Here are some things I would like to work on this week.

-18-

DONT FORGET

THINGS TO DO

-18-
HERE ARE SOME WORDS THAT YOU WILL SEE IN THIS SESSION.

DISCIPLINE
NATURAL CONSEQUENCES
LOGICAL CONSEQUENCES

HERE ARE SOME SENTENCES USING THESE WORDS.

WHEN CHILDREN DO NOT FOLLOW OUR RULES AND LIMITS, THEY NEED DISCIPLINE. DISCIPLINE REALLY MEANS TEACHING OUR CHILDREN.

WHEN SOMETHING HAPPENED TO A CHILD AFTER HE OR SHE DID SOMETHING, IT IS A NATURAL CONSEQUENCE IF WE DID NOT INTERFERE. THE NATURAL CONSEQUENCE FOR A CHILD RIDING CARELESSLY ON HIS OR HER BIKE IS THAT HE OR SHE MAY FALL! WE DID NOT INTERFERE OR BECOME INVOLVED.

WHEN WE DO SOMETHING AFTER A CHILD BREAKS A RULE, THAT IS THE LOGICAL CONSEQUENCE. WE BECOME INVOLVED. IF A TEENAGER STAYS OUT TOO LATE AT NIGHT, WE DO NOT ALLOW HIM OR HER OUT THE NEXT NIGHT. THAT IS THE LOGICAL CONSEQUENCE. IT DOES NOT HAPPEN BY ITSELF.
Many experts have different ideas about how to discipline children. One way is to reward children when they obey and punish them when they disobey. Most parents today were raised this way. This method does not always work.

Here are some reasons why this method does not always work:

1. It makes parents responsible for children's behavior instead of the child.
2. Children learn to behave only in front of parents and not on their own.
3. Children will want to get even or fight back.

Discuss:

Why do we punish children?
There is another way to discipline children. It is called natural and logical consequences. Natural consequences are things that happen without the parent doing anything. They happen naturally.

Example: Tommy would not wear his mittens to school on a very cold day. His hands got very cold.

Or Mary would not eat her dinner. Later that night she got very hungry.

Mother and Father did not force Tommy to wear his mittens or Mary to eat her food. The natural consequences were that Tommy got cold hands and that Mary got hungry. They felt uncomfortable and will think about what choice to make next time.

What are the natural consequences for these children?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What the child does</th>
<th>Consequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Child doesn't take a bath</td>
<td>1. Child is dirty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Child steps in puddle</td>
<td>2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Teenager overeats</td>
<td>3.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Logical consequences are things parents do if natural consequences are harmful, not safe, or do not work to change a child's behavior.

It is important that they be logical and relate to what the child has done.

Logical consequences are talked about with the child ahead of time. This way the child can make the choice about what to do.

If a child chooses to misbehave, the consequences should follow right away.

Example: Terry kept running in the street, chasing after his ball. Mother had told him that if he runs into the street, he would have to come inside and play. Mother let Terry make the choice about what he will do. She doesn't nag or yell or punish. Terry knows that if he runs into the street, he will not be able to play outside. He decides for himself.
For the consequences to work, they must relate to what the child has done. Logical consequences make sense to the child. For example, if 18-year-old Cassandra comes home late from her date, then she may not go out on the next date.

Or

If Sara forgets to take in her homework to school, then she gets an "F" on it.

Or

If Robert leaves his snack things in the living room, then he may not eat his next snack in the living room.
WRITE DOWN A LOGICAL CONSEQUENCE FOR ADELE LEAVING ALL HER TOYS ALL OVER THE LIVING ROOM.
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CONSEQUENCES AND PUNISHMENT. CONSEQUENCES FIT THE MISBEHAVIOR. PUNISHMENT DOES NOT.

CONSEQUENCES GIVE CHOICES. PUNISHMENT DOES NOT.

CONSEQUENCES ARE GIVEN WITHOUT ANGER. PUNISHMENT OFTEN IS NOT.

READ THESE STORIES.
EVERY STORY ENDS WITH A CONSEQUENCE AND A PUNISHMENT. DECIDE WHICH ENDING IS A CONSEQUENCE AND WHICH ONE IS A PUNISHMENT.
THE FIRST ONE IS AN EXAMPLE.

EXAMPLE:
1. LUVERNE, AGE 5, REFUSES TO EAT SupPER.

   A. HER MOTHER CALMLY SAYS, "LUVERNE, IF YOU'RE NOT
      THROUGH WHEN THE TABLE IS CLEARED, YOU WILL NOT HAVE
      ANY DESSERT OR ANY OTHER FOOD UNTIL BREAKFAST." If
      LUVERNE DOESN'T FINISH, MOTHER SAYS, "I SEE THAT YOU
      HAVE CHOSEN NOT TO EAT ANYTHING UNTIL MORNING."

   B. MOTHER SCREAMS, "LUVERNE, EAT ALL THAT FOOD RIGHT NOW
      OR YOU WILL BE EATING IT FOR BREAKFAST!"

A FAMILY AFFAIR
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2. After school, three children argue and fight over which TV show to watch.

A. Father sends them to their room after spanking each one.

B. Father comes in and quietly turns off the TV set. He then says, "When you can decide together on a TV show, then I will turn on the TV set again."

3. Paul, age 14, is to mow the yard every week. He hardly ever does it.

A. Mother says, "If you choose not to mow the lawn, I will hire someone else to do it and you will have to pay for the lawn service yourself."

B. Mother says, "For not mowing the yard, you will be grounded for 3 weeks and you have to come home right after school!"
4. Michelle is playing loudly while the rest of the family is trying to hear TV. They are all in the living room.

A. Mother says, "Shut up, Michelle! I can't hear the TV set for all your noise!"

B. Mother says, "Michelle, we're trying to watch TV. You may play quietly or you may leave the room and go somewhere else to play. You can decide which you would rather do."

The logical consequences were:

1. A
2. B
3. A
4. B
HERE ARE SOME HELPFUL STEPS IN USING CONSEQUENCES.

1. PROVIDE CHOICES

IF A PARENT GIVES A CHOICE IN A RESPECTFUL VOICE, THE CHILD DOES NOT FEEL FORCED TO DO SOMETHING. HE OR SHE WILL LEARN TO MAKE DECISIONS AND TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR WHAT HE OR SHE DOES.

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE OF GIVING A CHOICE.

IF THE CHILD PICKS UP HIS OR HER MEAT WITH THEIR HANDS AT DINNER, YOU CAN SAY, "YOU MAY STAY AT THE DINNER TABLE AND USE YOUR KNIFE AND FORK OR YOU MAY LEAVE THE TABLE."

2. AFTER YOU GIVE A CONSEQUENCE, LET THE CHILD KNOW THAT HE OR SHE MAY TRY AGAIN LATER. IF THE CHILD CONTINUES TO EAT THE MEAT WITH HIS OR HER HANDS, YOU CAN SAY, "I SEE THAT YOU HAVE DECIDED TO LEAVE THE TABLE. YOU CAN COME BACK WHEN YOU ARE READY TO USE YOUR KNIFE AND FORK."
3. If the misbehavior is repeated, make the time period longer before the child can try again. If the child comes back and still uses his or her hands to eat the meat, you can say, "I see that you're still not ready to join us for dinner and have decided to leave the table. You can try again at breakfast."
Now that you have learned about natural and logical consequences, how would you handle these situations? Write out what you would do after each one.

1. Your 9 year old son left his math book at school and now tells you that he needs it for his homework. What would you do?

2. Your 12 year old daughter has watched TV all Saturday morning. Her regular job is to clean her room on Saturday morning. Her best friend calls and asks her to go roller skating in 10 minutes. What would you do?

3. Your teenage son is about to go for a job interview. You have talked about what kind of clothes to wear. He is in his jeans and football shirt and is getting ready to leave. What would you do?
4. YOUR FIVE YEAR OLD LEAVES HIS TOYS ALL OVER THE HOUSE AND YOU ARE TIRED OF ALWAYS STEPPING ON THEM. WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

Discuss:

1. WHY DO WE PUNISH?

2. WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CONSEQUENCES AND PUNISHMENT?

3. WHAT IS MEANT BY TALKING RESPECTFULLY TO CHILDREN?

OUR NEXT BIG STEP
THINGS TO DO AT HOME

Here are some things I did this week that were helpful as a parent.

Here is what I would like to work on this week.
SEX EDUCATION

"TALKING IT OUT WITH YOUR CHILD"
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HERE ARE SOME WORDS YOU WILL BE SEEING IN THIS SESSION.

SEXUALITY

ANATOMY

ADOLESCENT

SENSITIVE

DEVELOPMENT

HERE ARE SOME SENTENCES USING THESE WORDS.

HUMAN SEXUALITY HAS TO DO WITH BEING A MALE OR FEMALE, HOW WE FEEL ABOUT BEING A MALE OR FEMALE AND HOW WE ACT AS A MALE OR FEMALE.

AN ADOLESCENT IS USUALLY THE AGES BETWEEN 13 AND 19.

EACH CHILD'S DEVELOPMENT OCCURS AT A DIFFERENT RATE.

CHILDREN SOMETIMES ASK ABOUT THEIR ANATOMY - HOW THEIR BODIES WORK AND WHY.

A SENSITIVE ANSWER IS FILLED WITH THOUGHT AND CARE.
Parents need to talk to their children.

Many parents are not comfortable talking to their children about sex. They are not sure what their children want and need to know. They are not sure how much their children will understand. Because of this, many parents do not talk about sex with their children.

Friendly, open talks about sex with your child are very important. These talks need to include more information as your children grow older. Sharing your beliefs about sex is also important.

Parents need to help their children develop healthy attitudes about sexuality. Before parents can do this, they need to be clear about their own thoughts and beliefs about sex.
Think about what your parents told you about adolescent sexuality. Think about what message you want to give your children. Are they the same ones your parents gave to you? Are they different from the ones your parents gave you?

Write down three things your parents wanted you to know about your sexual development and how you should manage your sexuality during your adolescent years.

1. 

2. 

3. 

Care Deeply
WRITE DOWN THREE THINGS YOU WANT YOUR TEENS TO KNOW ABOUT YOUR BELIEFS ABOUT SEX.

1. 

2. 

3. 

WRITE DOWN THREE THINGS YOU WANT TO TELL YOUR TEENS ABOUT HOW YOU THINK THEY SHOULD HANDLE THEIR SEXUAL BEHAVIOR.

1. 

2. 

3. 


SEX AND TEENAGERS

It is hard for teenagers to make decisions about sex when sex is broadcast to teens every day from movies, TV, books, magazines, radio and friends. Some parents actually expect their teens to be sexually active. This can be confusing to teenagers. They need to know it is OK to say "No" to sex.

Every teenager has sexual feelings and must decide what to do about them. Each person has sexual choices to make. Teenagers are in control of sex just as they are in control of any other situation or behavior. Sex doesn't control teens.

Like all behavior, sex has a purpose. One purpose of having sex is clear -- pleasure. Another purpose is to experience and express love and affection. But, teenagers can use their sexuality for other goals, such as to rebel against strict parents or to have their friends accept them.

Teenagers must know and understand the consequences of sexual behavior. These consequences can include VD or pregnancy. It would be very helpful to discuss these things with your teenagers.
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HERE ARE SOME GENERAL GUIDELINES ABOUT THE KINDS OF QUESTIONS YOUR CHILD MAY ASK YOU.

AGES 5 TO 9 -- USUALLY WANT SHORT ANSWERS. THEIR QUESTIONS ARE OFTEN ABOUT ANATOMY -- HOW BODIES WORK AND WHY. NO NEED TO GET INTO LONG TALKS ABOUT WHAT IS RIGHT OR WRONG.

AGES 9 TO 13 -- ARE A LITTLE LIKE NEWSPAPER REPORTERS. THEY WANT TO KNOW EVERYTHING: WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN, HOW AND -- MOST IMPORTANTLY -- WHY. THIS GROUP IS MAYBE THE ONE MOST LIKELY TO ASK YOU SOMETHING YOU CAN'T ANSWER. WHEN THAT HAPPENS, BE HONEST. ADMIT YOU DON'T KNOW AND THEN GO LOOK IT UP YOURSELF OR TOGETHER.

AGES 14 TO 19 -- SHOULD GET YOUR MOST SENSITIVE ANSWERS. MOST KNOW A LITTLE; SOME KNOW A LOT; BUT FEW WILL ADMIT IT EITHER WAY, ESPECIALLY TO THEIR PARENTS. USUALLY THEY WANT TO KNOW HOW PEOPLE BEHAVE IN SEX, ABOUT BIRTH CONTROL, ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS, AND ABOUT LOVE.

WHAT HAVE YOUR CHILDREN ASKED YOU ABOUT SEX?

WHAT DO YOU THINK YOUR CHILDREN SHOULD KNOW ABOUT SEX?
PARENTS CAN HELP TEENAGERS HAVE HEALTHY ATTITUDES ABOUT SEXUALITY

Our teenagers attitudes about their sexuality are affected by what we say and do. Here are some useful ways parents can help adolescents develop healthy attitudes about sexuality.

1. Be a good role model. Practice what you preach about caring, responsibility, intimacy and honesty.

2. Help your child understand changes in his or her body and answer the question, "Am I normal?"

3. Answer questions they ask as honestly as you can. Help them find an answer to their questions that you may not know.

4. Talk to your teenagers about your attitudes and values and why you believe in them. Don't lecture or demand that they accept your beliefs. Be open to discussing their questions about your attitudes.
5. Set realistic limits for your teenagers. Know that you do not have control over all the decisions they make. A limit might be, "You can not go to parties where there are no adults or where I have not talked to the parent."

6. Help your teenager understand the messages that others get by certain behaviors, dress and speech. This can be very difficult to do without preaching or having your teenager tell you, "You just don't know what it's like these days!" You may want to use pictures, stories, older brothers or sisters, or other adults that your teenager likes and respects who can talk to them about the sexual messages given by dress and behavior.

7. Help your teenager understand the responsibilities that go along with sexual behavior.
Your son or daughter may want or need to talk with you about sexual matters if he or she:

1. Tells you third-person stories about "a friend at school..."

2. Asks questions like "What would you do if...?"

3. Seems troubled or wondering about something sexual he or she has read or seen on TV or in movies.

4. Leaves sexual magazines or other clues around for you to find.

5. Asks you about you adolescent dating or sexual behavior.

6. Has a close, physical touching relationship with a boyfriend or girlfriend.

7. Doesn't ask questions about bodily changes such as menstruation, breast development, pubic hair, erections, wet dreams, etc.

What other clues have your children given you?
**** THINGS TO DO AT HOME ****

Here are some things I did this week that were helpful as a parent.

---

Here is what I would like to work on this week.

---
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